
You know the problem: You want to measure the 
precise volume flow of your machine or system, 
but the turbine flow meter calibrated to the cor-
responding viscosity is not available. You want 
to use the same turbine flow meter for oil types 
with varying viscosities. You want to save time 
and start the measurement before the oil has 
reached its rated operating temperature, or you 
want to reduce operator and measuring errors. 
The next-generation HySense® QT 600 turbine 
flow meter developed by Hydrotechnik GmbH is 
specially designed to overcome these challenges.

Traditionally, turbine flow meter are calibrated to 
a default viscosity, e.g. 30 cSt. Ideally, this mat-
ches the viscosity of the corresponding oil type 
when it reaches the operating temperature, such 
as 50°C for the HLP46. The specified tolerances 
are only guaranteed for this single calibration vi-
scosity. Using the turbine flow meter with a diffe-
rent viscosity results in significant deviations, and 
the readings are basically useless (see Fig. 1). The 
volume of the turbine flow meter is not confined; 
instead, it is equipped with a turbine wheel driven 
by the flow energy of the flowing medium. There-
fore, the speed of the wheel depends on the flow 
rate and viscosity of the fluid. 
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HySense® QT600
Multi-viscosity turbine flow meter

This viscosity dependency is caused by the 
speed-determining force component, which in 
turn depends on the internal friction of the fluid. 
The following chart shows the measuring charac-
teristics of a commercially available turbine flow 
meter calibrated to 30 cSt when used with varying 
viscosities. The tables at the bottom of the chart 
illustrate the interdependency between viscosity 
and temperature for typical HLP oils used in hy-
draulic systems.
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To measure oil flow indepentently
from viscosity

Hydrotechnik GmbH developed the HySense® QT 
600 to compensate for this dependency of the tur-
bine flow meter on the viscosity. This was achieved 
through the combination of a complex algorithm 
and a specially calibrated turbine flow meter [1]. 
Using the HySense® QT 600 turbine flow meter plus 
a MultiSystem series measuring system allows the 
user to compensate for this characteristic (see Fig. 
2). As a result, the user is freed from paying close 
attention to the viscosity; instead, the measure-
ments can be started immediately after installing 
the hardware. In addition, this compensatory fea-
ture means that different hydraulics media can be 
used at varying system temperatures

ensuring consistent and highly accurate readings. 
The viscosity must be known in advance. The algo-
rithm allows the user to specify the viscosity or cal-
culate it based on a temperature measurement. It 
uses the oil-specific temperature/viscosity characte-
ristics entered in the system.

Sumary

Used together with MultiSystem series meters, the 
next-generation HySense® QT 600 turbine flow me-
ter developed by Hydrotechnik GmbH enables precise 
volume flow measurements for different hydraulics 
media at varying temperatures. In addition to pro-
viding maximum flexibility and significant time sa-
vings, this technology is extremely user-friendly.and 
easy to use – just what you can expect from techni-
cal solutions made by Hydrotechnik GmbH.
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01  Measuring characteristics of commercially available turbine flow 
meter, calibrated to 30 cSt, when used with varying 
viscosities.

02 Measuring characteristics of HySense® QT 600 used 
with varying viscosities.
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